
1The Antiphysial ReviewFounded and Edited by M. Apostol 170 (2010)ISSN 1453-4436 On laser theoriesM. ApostolDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Institute of Atomi Physis,Magurele-Buharest MG-6, POBox MG-35, Romaniaemail: apoma�theory.nipne.roThe laser (light ampli�ation by stimulated emission of radiation) onsists, ideally, of a maro-sopi sample of polarizable matter with two energy levels interating with its own polarization�eld and an external eletromagneti �eld. It is envisaged, generally, that the external �eld mayouple to the two energy levels, by exitation and disexitation proesses, ahieve a marosopioupation of the upper level, whih may be disharged (stimulated emission) as a oherent (samephase) radiation (ampli�ation). A similar mehanism is supposed to at for the maser (mirowaveampli�ation et), as well as for many other types of similar devies. However, in pratial in-stanes, a population inversion is realized at the beginning, whih is thereafter disharged by anexternal �eld. In this ase, the lasing energy has only a small ontribution from the feeding exter-nal �eld. Consequently, the urrent laser theories1[1℄-[4℄ whih fous on this pratial realizationof the laser e�et have nothing to do with the oneptual mehanism of interation, supposed toat in lasers.These urent laser theories start with Maxwell's equations for external and total �elds, the latterinluding the internal �elds, like polarization �eld and magnetization. The polarization beomeseasily the soure for the total �eld, by suh equations. Atually and rigorously, the polarizationis soure for the polarization, internal �eld only, and the external �eld an be added to suh anequation for the internal �eld only by assuming that it obeys the wave equation with its own,unmodi�ed frequeny. But this is an unwarranted supposition, beause, one may expet that thefrequeny of the external �eld is modi�ed (as that of the internal �eld is) by the presene of thematter sample, as the latter is modi�ed (polarized) by the presene of the external �eld. Indeed,atually, this is the real situation.[5, 6℄ Maxwell's equations for matter are lassial equations,and, lassially, the polarization is indeed related diretly to the polarization �eld. Bringing intodisussion the two enegy levels however, the polarization gets a quantum aspet, and it is in fat abilinear form in the amplitudes of oupation of the two levels; whih, in turn, obey Shrodinger'sequations with interation arising from the total �eld. These three oupled equations are non-linear, and this makes the frequeny to be hanged.Assuming an unhanged frequeny for the external �eld, a similar assumption omes easily alsofor the polarization (internal) �eld as well as for the polarization.[1℄-[4℄ This assumption is equallyunwarranted. It is easy to reognize however here the basi assumptions for the time-dependentperturbation theory in omputing the exitation and disexitation rates; whih these theories moreor less taitly assume. It is no surprise in this ontext that these theories deal mainly with thetransient, time-dependent states.The above assumptions of the laser theories bring immediately an undesirable feature, that ofhigher frequeny ontributions to the equations of motion for the oupany amplitudes (through1The soure is Ref. [1℄



2 The Antiphysial Reviewnon-linear terms). The situation is similar, to some extent, with the anharmoni terms for theharmoni osillator, where it is known that, beside speial resonanes, the frequeny hanges.The urrent laser theories diregard suh terms, by the "rotating wave approximation" (!) (thehigher frequenies are simply delared as not being troublesome!), whih again is an unwarrantedproedure. The solution obtained thereby is wrong. And it has, moreover, no onnetion with themehanism of the real lasers.The main "result" of suh a "solution" is the neessary ondition of a population inversion, i.e.the upper level should be more oupied than the lower level in order to get the laser e�et; ifnot, there is no suh e�et. The oret solution however,[5, 6℄ shows that this is not a neessaryondition. Besides, the population inversion for a lasing e�et requires no theory.Referenes[1℄ W. E. Lamb, Phys. Rev. 134 A1429 (1964).[2℄ M. Sargent, M. O. Sully and W. E. Lamb, Laser Physis, Addison-Wesley, Reading (1974).[3℄ W. H. Louisell, Quantum Statistial Properties of Radiation, Wiley, NY (1973).[4℄ H. Haken, Laser Theory, in Enylopedia of Physis, vol. XXV/2, S. Flugge ed., Springer,Berlin (1970).[5℄ M. Apostol, Phys. Lett. A373 379 (2009).[6℄ M Apostol and M. Ganiu, J. Theor. Phys. 188, 189 (2010).© The Antiphysial Review 2010, apoma�theor1.theory.nipne.ro


